Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a differentiable matrix to have a differentiable generalized inverse. It is shown that when these conditions are met there exist, for several classes of generalized inverses, a differentiable ge neralized inverse which coincides with a prescribed generalized inverse on a particular su bset. The relations between the derivative of a matrix and that of a differen tiable generalized inverse are given.
Introduction
If A is a nonsingular matrix the entries of which are differentiable functions of t, then the familiar relations between the derivative of A and that of A -I are dA
dA -l -= -A -A dt dt
(1)
dA -
If A is a singular (ei ther rectangular or sq uare with zero de te rminant), differentiable matrix and B is a differentiable generalized inverse of A, we inquire what relations analogous to (1) and (2) hold between th e derivatives of A and B.
In section 3, necessary and s uffi cient conditions are given for the existence of a differentiable generalized inverse of a differentiable matrix. When these conditions obtain, we consider, in section 4, the problem of the existence of a differentiable generalized inverse which coincid es with a prescribed generalized inverse on some particular subset. Moreover, this problem is considered for several classes of generalized inverses.
In section 5 relations between the derivative of a matrix and that of a differentiable general· ized inverse are given. These relations depend upon the class of generalized inverse and reduce, in the non singular case, to (1) and (2). Further, necessary and sufficient conditions are given such that (1) and (2) re main valid in the sin gular case when A -I is replaced by a differentiable generalize d inverse. Finally, in section 6, so me special cases are considered.
Preliminaries and Definitions
All matrices are co nsidered to have co mplex entries. For any matrix M, we denote by p (M) , R (M), N(M) and M * the rank, range , null space and conjugate transpose, respectively , of M . If a fun c tion f is s uch that its first k derivatives exist and are continuous we write ferrl\ and the interval on which this is true will be clear from the context. 298-2460-68-2 We now employ Lemmas 1 and 2 to prove the main result of this section. 
PROOF. From p(A) =p(A2) we have that the Jordan canonical form of A(t) is diag (A,(t), 0), where A,(t) is an r-square nonsingular matrix. The characteristic polynomial of A(t) has coefficients in 'G'h' and is of the form A" -I !( A), where I( A) is the characteristic polynomial of A, (t).

From f(A) we can construct a polynomial peA), with coefficients in 'G'k, such that A -, (t) = p (A, (t)).
Now the matrix B, (t)
=THEOREM 1. Let AE'G'k on an interval iF. II peA) is constant on iF, then the C·inverse of A is in 'G'k on it. If
Extension of a Given Generalized Inverse to a Differentiable Generalized Inverse
Suppose that AE'G'h' on [a, b], peA) is constant on [a'G'k. L r ~ --------------- Let i = 1.By hypothesis there is an extension 81 of BI and B IE'(5'o. Let B+ be the C4 -inverse of A, and let p/{ = AB + , PI' = 1-B + A. Then p/{ and PI' are in '(5k and are projections onto R (A) and N(A), respectively. If D = BI -B +, then D is, on Iif, the difference between two matrices in
The Derivative of a Generalized Inverse
In this section we denote by M' the derivative of a differentiable matrix M. We assume the existence of a differentiable generalized inverse, B, of a differentiable matrix A and study the relations which obtain between A' and B'. If B is any generalized inverse of A we define, throughout this section, the projections 
PROOF. From E = E2 we have E' = E' E + EE'. Left multiplication of this last equality by E
gives EE'=EE'E+EE', from which the result follows.
The
and if B is a differentiable C2 -inverse then also (6) PROOF_ If BEC,(A) , then E,A = A_ By Lemma 3 we have that E,E;A = E,E;E,A=O. This being so, we have, using (3) and (4) E,E;A=E,(A'B+AB')A=EtA'E2 +AB'A=0, from which (5) follows. If BEC2 (A), then multiplication of (5) from left and right by B and using E2B = BE, = B gives (6).
We observe that (2) can always be obtained from (1) and conversely. But, as seen from the proof of Theorem 3, (6) follows from (5) only if BECz (A), i.e., only if BEC, (A) and AEC 1 (B).
The next theorem gives conditions under which a differentiable Crinverse of A can be substituted for A -I in (1) and conditions under which a differentiable C2-inverse of A can be substituted for A -, in (2). An example is given in the next section. 
Special Cases
Let A be a matrix such that P -1AP = diag (J (t) , Jo) where P is a constant matrix, J (t) is the Jordan block corresponding to the nonzero roots of A, Jo is the Jordan block corresponding to the zero roots of A . Assume that the structure of the Jordan form remains the same over some t-interval over which A is differentiable. It is easily verified that if all have the same rank [1 , 6], it follows that A and B have the same null space and that A* and B * have the same null space. Given this , the two conditions E;A = AE~=O and E~B=BE;=O are e quivalent. For, the first requires that the columns of E'=E;=E~ be in N(A) and that the columns of (E')* be in N(A*); while the second requires that the columns of E' be in N(B) and that the columns of (E') * be in N (B*).
